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PENALTY SHOOTOUTS 
 

With the finals series fast approaching it is possible that many of our goalkeepers will have to face up to a 
penalty shootout to decide the winner of their game. 
 
While many goalkeepers do not like penalty shootouts, I think they are an exciting part of the game and a 
chance for the goalkeeper to show their ability under pressure. 
 
Who can forget Mark Schwarzer’s brilliant saves that paved the way for Australia to qualify for the 2006 
World Cup for only the second time in Australia world cup campaigns?  The only other previous time 
Australia qualified was in Hong Kong in 1973 when I was in goals for Australia and we defeated South Korea 
after two drawn games. 
 
While many feel the penalty shooters have the advantage, I believe that the goalkeepers actually have the 
advantage as there is more pressure on the shooters to score than the goalkeepers to make the save. 
While many strikers take a great penalty in practice, doing this again in a final series shootout puts them 
under a lot of pressure.  In these shootouts the keeper must retain their confidence even if they are beaten 
in the first few shots. 
 
Schwarzer has always shown his remarkable ability to save penalty shots and his method of doing so is to not 
sell himself by moving early.  I discussed this at length with Mark when he visited the Academy for his book 
signing a few years ago. 
 
Mark puts the pressure back on to the shooter by making them make a decision on where to shoot and then 
reading the ball off the boot rather than picking a side and hoping he has made the correct choice. 
Many keepers make up their mind on a side and then move well before the ball has been kicked, allowing the 
shooter the luxury of striking the ball to the opposite side. 
 
It takes a lot of courage and practice to stand your ground and not commit yourself to a side and move in 
anticipation of where you expect the ball to travel. Picking the ball off the boot isn’t easy, but many penalty 
kicks are either soft or poorly directed making it easy for the keeper who has stood their ground to make the 
save. 
 
Goalkeepers should not be scared of facing a penalty shootout and they should anticipate the experience by 
practicing as often as possible. As a result of doing this and preparing yourself for a penalty shootout you will 
increase your skills and confidence which will put you in a better frame of mind going into the finals series. 
 
Good luck to all our keepers playing in the final series. 
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